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nothing less than miraculous
ofmormonism
the first decade of
mormonism in mongolia

steven C harper

he latter day saints assumption of christs great commission the
command to teach and baptize all nations can hardly be overstated
as a motivational force for sending missionaries to far
faraway
away places to testify
of the restored gospel of jesus christ an 1831 revelation authorized and
empowered joseph smith to send missionaries unto the ends of the
world and to lay the foundation of this church and to bring it forth out
of obscurity dac
d&c 123
30 what better manifestation could be found of
12330
the power of these words than the events of the first decade of mormonism in mongolia perhaps the most obscure place in which the
church has emerged
one of the first young latter day saint missionaries to serve in mongolia brad pierson served 1993 95 said when 1I was growing up my
mother used to threaten to send me to outer mongolia if I1 did not behave
didn t even know
little did she know this would come true in fact she dian
where it was when I1 told her I was being reassigned there 1 A senior mis
sionary
signary wrote from mongolia in 1995 we received one of the two boxes
we are lucky we got it at all it was addressed
shipped from salt lake city
to ulaanbaatar 44 marshall islands somebody needs to study their geography 2 missionaries alice and duwayne schmidt related

the
T

1

when our stake president called us into his office late in the summer
of 1992 he explained that the lord had a special call for us to serve in
outer mongolia will you accept the call he asked we replied of
course if the lord has called us we will serve but now tell us where are
we really being called he answered solemnly 1 I am not kidding you it
is a call to mongolia
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from western
consciousness so far that it serves as convenient shorthand for a place
that is absolutely other and elsewhere like timbuktu mongolism
Mongo list alan
mongolist
sanders wrote that major historical developments in mongolia occur
304
114
4
mostly out of sight of the western world 314
this essay attempts to demonstrate that such developments are not beyond the scope of the watchful eye
of the author of the great commission
As the population of mongolia approaches three million the number
of native latter day saints surpasses four thousand the mongolian
ambassador to the US recently quipped that mongolia is 99 buddhist
33155
1115
and i1 mormon 1315
though his calculation was off by a decimal point the
figure is closer to oi
0.1
ol
01
oi the comment is telling remarkably the church is
reportedly the largest christian denomination in mongolia 6 latter day
saints are among the most active foreign missionaries in mongolia
noted associated press writer michael kohn who quoted one convert a
former buddhist nun named Ankh
ankhtuya
tuya as saying mongolia should
3377
117
paul hyer professor of asian studies at
become a mormon country 037
brigham young university in 1998 said the development of the church
3188
118
in mongolia is nothing less than miraculous 018

these examples illustrate how far removed mongolia

is

11

Mon
golias past
mongolias
historical pain mongolian
Mongo lians
mongolia s capital ulaanbaatar is a busy city but many mongolians
still live in rural areas fig i urbanization and industrialization are recent

barkhan
Dar khan 2001 this
i nomadic riders near the road from ulaanbaatar to darkhan
countryside was home to genghis khan who ruled a vast empire covering much
ocasia
ofasia
FIG
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mongolia

developments mainly caused by soviet influences centuries of nomadic
life conditioned mongolians
Mongo lians to be transient and they still move easily from
place to place
mongolia s geographical position between china on its south and the
russian frontier on its north is a powerful historical determinant elder
neal A maxwell a keen observer of the human condition sensed what he
called historical pain in the mongolian people because of the location and
buffe rings of the country 9 mongolians
Mongo lians are the forsaken heirs of the largest
buffetings
empire in the history of the world chingiz genghis khan the mastermind
of a materially and psychologically devastating mounted regime gained
control of an immense empire spanning asia and europe in the thirteenth
century he and his descendants ruled an empire that was considerably
larger than and lasted longer than the USSR 10 marco polo marveled at
mongels ruled china and russia
mongol military prowess the fact that mongols
in earlier centuries is significant because mongolia s recent past is a humilibuffe rings at the hands of those nations 12 china s ming
ating process of buffetings
dynasty expelled their mongol rulers in 1368 diminishing the mongolian
danchus controlled mongolia until their
empire and beginning in 1691 the manchus
Mongo lians declared
reign collapsed in 1911 when their oppressors fell mongolians
their independence under the leadership of buddhist lamas however the
1917 bolshevik revolution in russia made mongolia s feudal aristocrats
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nervous lest a spirit of socialism
cross the border chinese troops
recaptured mongolia in 1919 while
the russians struggled with a civil
war that spilled into mongolia
anticommunist
anti communist white russians fleeing bolsheviks forced the
slans
chinese out of mon
mongolia
9 olia in 1921 but
a swell of mongolian nationalism
backed by the bolsheviks led to the
mongolian peoples revolutionary
party on november 26 1924 the
mongolian party formed the monlan
ian peoples republic the second
golian
go
communist nation
FIG 2 gandan
candan tegchinlen ulaanbaatar
josef stalin s oppressive soviet
2001 this buddhist monastery was one
regime fostered a similarly brutal
of the few in mongolian cities to escape
one in mongolia carried out
destruction by communists buddhism
under the direction of the mongois the prevailing religion in mongolia
lian dictator khorloo Choibalsan
choibalsan
aristocrats lost property and often
their lives buddhist monks were exterminated and monasteries destroyed
fig 2 an estimated 3 percent of mongolians
Mongo lians perhaps as many as one
hundred thousand were purged mongolian students at brigham young
university hawaii relate how their grandfathers disappeared in the
193os as communists rid themselves of those not inclined to toe the mon1930s
golian people s revolutionary party line the ominous extent of this
oppression is only now being realized as mongolian scholars mine newly
accessible records in which they discover the details of ancestors disaparances 13 mongolia became increasingly dependent on soviet industry
pe
pearances
infrastructure and leadership until by the 1940s she was sovereign in
name only
soviet perestroika restructuring in the 198os
i98os spread to mongolia
ig8os
by the mid igmos
1980s many mongolian officials were convinced that centralized management of the economy underlay persisting stagnation led by
kh critics within the party chided what they regarded as
jambyn
jambon batmonkh
Batmon
dogmatic socialism and lambasted the bureaucracy as inimical to a
healthy socialist state cries for reform called for an end to authoritarianism and intellectual indolence by liberalizing the nomination and election of party deputies the party politburo passed a resolution to remove
a statue of josef stalin from the entrance to the state library in ulaanbaatar
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meanwhile the soviets withdrew troops technology and other resources
from mongolia 14
by 1990 a host of democratic organizations were calling for more drakhusal the party s own
matic reform measures pushed through the great khural
legislature significantly diminished party power A law on elections
amended the constitution parties were legalized the office of president
created and a standing representative legislature the little khural
khusal revitalized the 1990 election sent sixteen mongolian democratic party delegates
khusal and nineteen democratic dele24 percent of the total to the great khural
bayar wrote
batbayar
khusal tsedendambyn Bat
gates to the fifty member little khural
achievement of the little khural
was the drafting of
khusal
the new constitution which
went far toward guaranteeing the irreversibility of the democratic changes under the new constitution
mongolia is a parliamentary democracy with a presidency with limited
powers the constitution proclaims the sovereignty of mongolia and
protects the individual rights of its citizens including their private
property the principle of separation of powers is affirmed and the
familiar three branches of government are provided for the center of
khusal elected
power lies in a unicameral seventy six seat state great khural
every four years 15

the main

this remarkably peaceful revolution was accompanied by hardships
that worsened before they improved there is no seamless or painless transition from a collective state owned and operated economic system to a
free and open market As one effect of this market revolution overall
poverty increased even as some people profited handsomely enormous
sums of money poured into mongolia including US korean japanese
french and german investments but little of that saw its way to the prole
Mongo lians had no tradition of
tarian though highly literate majority mongolians
free enterprise communism conditioned them to perform tasks as dictated and to expect security they were ill equipped generally speaking to
make their way in a competitive political economy in which rewards follow
independent initiative and risk taking suddenly you are in front of big
choices you can make by yourself said anand sangaa
sandaa a latter day saint
convert suggesting that agency increases anxiety even as it liberates 16
communism produced a vapid spiritual life of official atheism and seculariza tion but usually everyone had enough to eat
cat
larization
democratization brought dramatic shifts in public opinion exposed
Mongo lians to the vicissicorruption and opportunism and subjected mongolians
tudes of a market economy responses included a retreat by many toward
the security of communism rural voters chose overwhelmingly to reelect
communist officials others looked to mongolia s pre communist past
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searching for a sense of heritage and identity from the history and ideology
of the khans
ahans or traditional shamanism or buddhism A third response the
one most relevant here was a willingness to investigate new and foreign
ideas including the restored gospel
in this context the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was
positioned to offer opportunities for both spiritual and temporal security
to an anxious population ready to hear something new As the revelations
say and the missionaries testify the field is white already to harvest
lians on these
mongolians
d&c 44 it remained only for the church to meet Mongo
dac
1117
17
terms and begin what has been called the mongolian miracle 0017

the first official church contacts
monte J brough took two of his sons on a hunting trip in
mongolia they formed cordial relationships with their mongolian guides
and brough wondered if ever they the guides would hear the message of
the restoration of the gospel he prayed for the day in 1988 brough was
called to the first quorum of the seventy and in 1990 assigned as first
counselor to elder merlin lybbert president of the asia area headquartered in hong kong brough observed

in

1984

in the course of the next year and a half or nearly two years it was our
privilege to be involved in opening or reopening six countries we were
involved in reopening sri lanka for example we went to pakistan we
were involved with the first baptisms and established the first branches
there we traveled to bangladesh to hanoi vietnam mongolia and
nepal what an exciting time to be in asia 18

in november 1990 professor paul hyer then the chairman of graduate
asian studies in the david M kennedy center for international studies at
brigham young university asked jon huntsman jr then a US depart
ment of commerce official assigned to a committee negotiating US
mongolian trade to inquire if the recently appointed mongolian
ambassador to the US would welcome an invitation to address the
kennedy center ambassador gendengiin nyampoo
nyamdoo accepted a formal
invitation and on march 20
iggi delivered a lecture in provo mongolia
1991
201991
on the way to democracy the first presidency took advantage of the
ambassador s visit to host him at the church administration building on
march ig
19 presidents gordon B hinckley and thomas S monson
together with elder neal A maxwell paul hyer and hyer s mongolian colsechin Jag
chid listened as the ambassador assured them that the new
league cechin
jagchid
mongolia is democratic and would welcome representatives of the
church including implicitly missionaries polite diplomacy hyer
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thought but jagchid was firm in taking the ambassador s report at face
value 199 elder maxwell whose assignments in the quorum of twelve
apostles included oversight of the asia area pressed the issue too after
the meeting he contacted the asia area presidency in hong kong under
president merlin lybbert the area presidency subsequently met with
hyer in hong kong on june 27
1991 as he was returning from a term at
271991
1120
20
the university of
in the ensuing months plans were
ofnanjing
nanking in taiwan 7320
nanjing
laid for hyer and jagchid to visit the mongolian embassy in washington
DC to propose that representatives be invited to mongolia to make contacts 21 on october 25
iggi the two had a cordial meeting with ambas1991
251991
3122
1122
22
sador dawagiv at the mongolian embassy 3022
the mongolian officials
received the proposals positively and in conversation hyer brought up the
subject of religion hyer noted that latter day saints in china are
restricted severely in response the ambassador smiled and gave us
unequivocal assurance that there is no such situation no such restrictions
1123
23
in the mongolian people s republic 3123
somewhat painstaking negotiation followed slowed by measured
communication between washington DC and ulaanbaatar an invitation came for representatives from BYU not the church to visit mongolia that situation was unsatisfactory it is important that we enter the
country properly the area presidency clarified and not under some
73124
11124
24
guise that may compromise our efforts later 33324
hyer diplomatically bro
kered
cered a re drafting of the invitation which was cleared by mongolias
Mongolias
mongolian
ministry of foreign affairs 25 finally on march 14 1992 ambassador
dawagiv wrote to president lybbert

on behalf of the ministry for external affairs of mongolia

1I

am

extending an invitation to representatives of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints to visit mongolia to discuss issues related to registration
in mongolia for humanitarian service by your organization including
such activities as educational assistance scholarships at your university in
america consulting services in business or law and the like 26

the ambassadors

formal invitation opened the way for elders lybbert
and brough to obtain travel visas and plan a visit to ulaanbaatar authorized by the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve lybbert and
brough made a diplomatic call on government and education officials in
mongolia in may 1992 27 brough describes their first contact

we were met at the airport by a man by the name of
a middle
Nayanjin
ofnayanjin
nayanjin
level government official he had been educated in moscow russia and
demonstrated all of that russian training he was aloof even suspicious
of americans being in mongolia he treated us with disdain and was
somewhat indifferent but he spoke wonderful english and there was very
little english spoken in mongolia then 28
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vailey state college ana
and mongolia
utah valley
golias
nyamdoo mongolian
mongolias
Mon
dr gendengiin nyampoo

hirst
first ambassador to the

affer the departure of the russians grom
after
from mongolia in
united states affen
1990 came to utah in 1991 As part of that visit he met with me as 1I
ror international studies at utah mal
centen
center ron
was then director of the genter
mai
for
val
nyamdoo what UVSC
ley state college during this meeting 1I asked nyampoo

and 1I might do to assist mongolia in its transition from communism
heip
to democracy nyampoo
nyamdoo responded please help
heir us educate our
young people
I1 met with nyampoo
bor
first
for the hirst
nyamdoo in mongolia in 1993 to arrange hor
nyamdoo s daugh
group of mongolian students to study at UVSC nyampoo
first group of six students in
bolormaa
maa came to utah with the hirst
ter Bolor
fail 1993 as of 2003 about three hundred mongolian young adults
fali
fall
have studied at UVSC these students profit from our higher educa
aduca
life many who currently
tion system and learn about american ilfe
come to study at UVSC are converts to the church of jesus ghrist
christ
datter day saints including returned mongolian missionaries
of latter
ahten coming to utah As these
and some students join the church affen
after
students return to mongolia they not only serve in important posiaiso strengthen
tions in government business and education but also
the church
since spring 1996 UVSC has
brought a total of over 150 mongolian
educators and government leaders for
a month of training in democracy
american studies and higher education those trained include a prime
rrime
minister a foreign minister a minister
of agriculture a chairman of parliament twenty seven college and university presidents many members of
parliament other high government
officials university professors and
business leaders clearly UVSC has
made an impressive commitment to
courtesy malan packson
jackson
assisting these leaders in developing
jackson and a
FIG 3 maian
malan
methods of bringing mongolia into the
mongolian member in front
modern pluralistic world
first church owned
of the hirst
wanting to see utahs sights and building in mongolia proba
knowing of the churchs
churche assistance in bly 1999
R
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courtesy malan
maian R jackson

malan jackson on a weekend huntmissionaries in mongolia 2000 maian
ing trip with babayev
ev the chief of the police academy in mongolia saw the
batayev
Batay
eiders were
two missionaries in a remote area and stopped to say hello the elders
jaceson introduced himself which
startled to have a police car stop them jackson
for training gave the misev who had been to utah mor
calmed the elders
eiders babayev
batayev
Batay
cail on him personally if they ever needed
cali
aries his card and told them to call
sionaries
sion
slon arles
eiders declined to give jackson their names fearing that news
anything the elders
would get back to their mothers who would be worried to hear about their
sons being in such a far flung location
FIG 4

temple square
training professionals in mongolia these leaders visit tempie
and tour the BYU campus and some of them choose to attend church
meetings many opt to stay in the homes of church members during
their visit they return to mongolia with a copy of the book of mormon and a basic understanding of and friendship with the church
this connection has led to missionaries being invited to teach english
classes at most of the universities represented in the training program
1I have visited mongolia many times now and have always been weli
weil
well
received figs 34 1I have retired brom
from UVSC but continue projects in
heip of church members in utah and idaho in
mongolia with the help
top mongolian officials to utah and
20031 brought a group of eleven mop
idaho to prepare for several projects to be carried out in bulgan
duigan
province when these officials including members of parliament and
temple square they had a monthe governor of the province toured tempie
golian sister as their guide
gulde they returned to mongolia with a deep
appreciation of the concern and interest shown by the american
people and members of the church
malan
maian R jackson
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thesoviet
soviet union
the demise of the

left mongolia without many services
that the soviets had previously provided including the knowledge of how
29
to run a higher education system 79
Nayanjin interpreting lybbert
with nayanjin
and brough sought the opportunity for us to do something in a humani1130
30
tarian way eider
elder brough recalled we found enormous receptivity 3330
elderbrough
mongolian officials accepted a tentative offer of material aid and human
resources to help fill voids lybbert and brough
returned from mongolia convinced that we could find five or six couples
that would have the kinds of expertise that would be used in mongolia that
would be of great benefit to the mongolian people and we could use
that as opening the door to get in there for missionary work because the
lians needed us we were able to negotiate the idea that the couples
mongolians
Mongo
could proselyte that they could teach the gospel and actually had in our
agreement with them that if a mongolian
mongolia n wanted to they could join
our church

mongolian officials felt this was a small concession compared with
the churchs
Mongolias deputy minister of education
mongolian
mongolids
churche offering so mongolias
signed the churcys
churchs agreement granting remarkable freedom not enjoyed
churche
elsewhere in newly opened asian areas 31
shortly after returning to hong kong the asia area presidency proposed to the first presidency that five or six carefully selected couples be
called to mongolia elder maxwell presented the proposal which won
quick approval by june 1992 the asia presidency informed contacts in
mongolia thatthe
that the churche
churchs
churces tentative offer of aid could be realized pressing
thattie
matters however drew the area Presiden
presidencys
cys attention away from mongolia momentarily that was long enough for mongolians
Mongolians to reelect a communist majority when no response came from mongolia and newspapers
reported the election results the presidency surmised they had labored for
naught newly reorganized with elder brough as president the area presidency determined
and maybe the vote was two to one elder brough
quipped that he should go back up to mongolia and confirm our suspi3332
1132
32
cion that we were no longer welcome 3132
1I
was alone brough says tellingly about his arrival in ulaanbaatar
later that summer no one met him at the airport until a young woman came
asking mr brogha
gha unable to communicate brough
bregha mr bregha
brogha
Bro
heeded her direction to a taxi then to the same hotel at which he stayed
in 1984 at least the hotel was familiar brough tried to ask the young
woman to contact the party that had sent her but her english was poor
she left and 11I waited brough says that was early afternoon 1I waited all
afternoon 1I waited into the evening nobody called me so I1 went to bed

I
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didn
dian t sleep well 1I woke up the nextmorning
next morning hoping that someone would
call no one called ten oclock eleven 0 clock twelve oclock nothing at
all there 1I was stuck in mongolia brough continues
1I

there

was a moment in that hotel room in ulaanbaatar when I1 felt
beyond anything that 1I knew and understood 1I had a situation that was
totally beyond my capacity my understanding and my knowledge to
solve yet 1I deeply felt that heavenly father wanted us to be there and
counted back the feelings id had in 1984 and the years before when id
traveled there with my sons so in a great moment a wonderful moment
one we should all have when we re beyond anything we know 1I got on
my knees and asked gods help in a wonderful prayer I1 just pled with
Nayanjin on my
ofnayanjin
him for help I1 got up from that prayer with the name of
nayanjin
mind now my impression at that time was still this stiff aloof suspi
ruspi
cious russian sort of KGB guy but his name was on my mind so with
a little bit of help at the front desk 1I was able to locate his name in the
directory and get a phone number I1 dialed that number he answered
the phone in the mongolian language of course 1I said mr nayanjin
Nay anjin
dewent
hewent
he went mr brough you in mongolia we think you never come

you need some help mr brough

1I

be right over

ten

minutes later he was at my door 33

greatly relieved to make contact brough learned that none of the messages sent to confirm the tentative relationship between mongolian
officials and the church had been received he informed Nay
anjin of the
nayanjin
churche
churchs commitment to providing human and material resources to
mongolia within hours they had appointments with government and
university leaders including the influential minister of education at one
meeting a university rector sought clarification you are going to send
these couples and they will teach us english they will teach us business
they will teach us medicine they will teach us education they come at
their own expense my question is why do they do that brough replied
we all have the same heavenly father
we are brothers and sisters and
it s because of our love of heavenly father s children our brothers and sisters that people are willing to do this within days agreements were in
place and housing was sought for missionary couples apartments are hard
mongolians
lians live in the traditional ger the
to come by in mongolia many Mongo
her ders soviet built apartment buildings dominate
herders
portable housing of gerders
the skyline of ulaanbaatar but the highly coveted apartments are awarded
for years of service to the government before brough left mongolia an
agreement that the couples would have apartments was in place 34
on september 171992 donna and kenneth beesley arrived in mongolia they held mongolia s first sacrament meeting three days later
between october and the following february four more couples with
varied professional backgrounds arrived marjorie and stanley smith
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my involvement with the mongolia mission
have been privileged to be present at key developments of the
establishment of church in asia
asla 1I was one of the first few missionabter
after
aries to begin work among the japanese in 1946 immediately ahter
the wan
war in the pacific missionaries were not yet permitted in japan
work began among the japanese in hawaii a preparatory
so our wore
herst
five
first mission in 19481 trained the first hive
work near the end of my hirst
missionaries assigned to open a mission in japan two of these later
became mission presidents in a number of ways 1I have been and
still am involved in approaches related to the beginnings of the
restored church in the great realm of china at this writing 1I am
first counselor in the china international district which
serving as girst
fine branches
ali of china but hong kong we work with four hine
ail
covers all
located around the country and a number of smaller
smailer groups consisting mainly of teachers at chinese universities we are working
with chinese officials in charge of religious affairs and beginning to
hind the churche
find
churchs lost native chinese members
1I also
smail part in preparing the way gor
aiso had a small
for the opening of
mongolia for missionary work planting the church in mongolia is
an inspiring story especially so to me because 1I am familiar with the
painful attempts of other christian churches over the past two hundred years to convert mongols
mongels to christianity one missionary
labored some twenty years and converted one person As 1I think
back 1I used to believe
belleve that the gospel would not be taken to mongo
ila
iia
lia until the millennium but at the time of this writing the work is
progressing rapidly mongolian converts not only are coming into
calls to russia the US
aiso are accepting mission calis
the church but also
korea and other places by my last reckoning 10 percent of the
membership have served or are serving missions a far higher percentage than of church membership in general
my interest in mongolia began in 1951 during graduate school at
the university of california berkeley I1 became acquainted with several mongols
mongels who had been leaders in political movements in inner
mongolia by 1953 1I completed a master s thesis on lamaist buddhism and the japanese occupation of mongolia for almost fiffy
fifty
years I1 have continued to research and write about the modern
1I

history of mongolia in connection with my work on modern chinese history this has included related work in japan and taiwan
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1I continue to expand my
circie
circle of mongolian friends

and participate in symposia including periodic
meetings in mongolia my
wife karen and I1 thoroughly enjoy oun
our visits
fig 5 1I brought to
there hig
BYU the preeminent native
scholar profesmongolian scholan
chid who
sor sechin
cechin Jag
jagchid
has worked with us for
over twenty five years
courtesy paul hyen
hyer
before any missionFIG 5 karen and paul hyer in mongolia
aries arrived in mongolia
ulaan
karen and 1I were in alaan
bor an academic conference the world confhor
baatar
baltar in august 1992 for
erence ofmongolists we met with elder
eider monte J brough who was
in town surveying the living conditions in preparation for assigning
some missionaries there earlier in the day karen and 1I had met in
the american embassy with a latter
datter day saint man from ogden
utah who had been called out of retirement to assist in the new
embassy in mongolia we told him that church leaders were plan
pian
rian
bali
fall he said
sald the winning on sending missionaries to mongolia that bail
coid it would be better for the
ters in mongolia are very cold
missionaries to arrive in the spring we mentioned this to elder
eider
sald if
brough who was raised on the frigid plains of wyoming he said
the missionaries could not take a winter in mongolia they should
ali
ail
not bother to come at all
there is no end to this story the church is not only surviving in
four
mongolia it is thriving at this writing the church has over gour
thousand members in twenty one branches we have continued to
go to mongolia to academic meetings and particularly in connection with humanitarian related projects with the mongolian women s
federation in which karen has been involved the development of
the church in mongolia is nothing less than miraculous to me and a
work of
testimony that indeed the church is the divinely authorized wore
our father in heaven on the earth
paul hyer
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anna and richard harper jane and royce flandro and alice and duwayne
schmidt barbara and gary carlson arrived in may 1993 accustomed to the
luxuries ofamerican homes the missionaries learned that mongolian apartBee sleys discovered that
ments were spartan by comparison even worse the beesleys
Nayanjin again
an apartment reserved for them had been given to others but nayanjin
came to the rescue because you are my brother he offered them his apartment with food and furniture at untold personal hardship 35
these envoys provided expertise in education computer science business curriculum development medicine and english kenneth beesley a
former president of LDS business college helped with higher education
alice cannon schmidt with a bachelor of science degree and pedagogical
experience taught english her husband duwayne formerly chief of the
pulmonary division at LDS hospital and clinical professor at the university of utah medical school taught medicine 36 all selected were able
bodied and expert pioneers 37 together they worked under the direction
in variof the ministry of science and education to consult and teach
ous schools colleges and high schools in ulaanbaatar 38
Mongo lians and the newly arrived mis
winter 1992 93 was hard on mongolians
aries mongolian winters are usually severe and that year food and
sion
sionaries
drinking water were especially limited 39 electricity and heating were irregular the beijing branch relief society personally delivered food and
money to the missionaries
mongolian higher education was in severe disarray buildings were in
disrepair libraries were undeserving of the name and textbooks where
available were outdated and avowedly communist the church was perfectly situated and inclined to meet some of these immediate temporal
needs of the mongolian people forty tons of western college texts medi
cine and other supplies were delivered all of this aid however was but an
important part of a larger effort to meet eternal needs elder brough clarified from the outset the liberal agreement he reached with the mongolian
government they are going as missionaries and it is understood that they
0340
1140
40
will be teaching others about our faith and holding church meetings 0140
the missionaries were permitted to answer questions and invite the
curious to meetings but were restricted from open proselyting their peculiar presence insured plenty of curious inquirers however and soon they
were teaching the gospel when they were not teaching another subject
lamjav purevsuren and tsendkhuu bat ulzii students in elder stanley
smiths s marketing course at mongolian national university wondered
smith
why these american professionals would come to mongolia smith
delightedly invited the two men to come and see they attended sunday
meetings accepted the gospel as taught by the missionaries and were baptized the first mongolian converts
11
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dedicating the land and creating a mission

on april 151993 elder neal A

maxwell in the power and authority
of the holy apostleship dedicated mongolia for the teaching of the
restored gospel fig 6 41 on a windy hilltop outside ulaanbaatar capped
by a monument to a soviet style state elder maxwell prayed that the winds
of freedom would ever blow in mongolia and that her independence might
not be compromised regardless of power struggles elsewhere maxwell pled
that mongolia s leaders would be aided in their efforts to preserve freedom
and to have a more adequate economy he prayed that converts would be
strong as they will shape the future of the church in mongolia he prayed
that missionaries would be welcomed dedicated and full of love for their
hosts heavenly father he said may the yesterdays of mongolia not
1142
42 mongolian
hold the tomorrows of mongolia hostage 3142
latter day saints
missionaries invited officials and elder maxwell with his wife colleen
met in a reception to mark the occasion shortly after the dedication of
mongolia the first mongolian woman to join the church gendenjamts
davaajargal was baptized 43
meanwhile while studying in germany togtokhin enkhtuvshin a
mongolian national university professor of marxist leninist philosophy
met latter day saint missionaries on a german street he read the book of
11

mormon and joined the
church in mid 1993 he
returned home to mongolia
shortly thereafter with mixed
emotions 1 I was excited
because 1I thought 1I might be
member
the first mongolian membe
bembe
he said but 1I was concerned
about returning home and
1144
44
not having the church 3144
this understated point may
be hard for westerners to
grasp As a communist party
official enkhtuvshin conly traded political
sciously
scious
social and economic status
for faith indeed he hoped the
church would be there he
had sacrificed everything else
in mid 1993 the first
yo
young
ung elders were called to
17

07
church leaders at the dedication of mongolia for the teaching of the gospel april 15
1993 elder neal A maxwell is joined by his
yuen
kwokyuen
wife colleen and elder and sister kwok
tai of the asia area presidency the site is a
monument on a hill overlooking ulaanbaatar
FIG 6

the capital city
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mongolia they had reported to the missionary training center in provo
utah to prepare to serve in russia while at the MTC they were invited to
accept an assignment to mongolia instead on august 141993 elders blanchard birch hansen mortinson meier and pierson arrived in mongolia
to fulfill their commission and pierson s mother s threat to send him to
outer mongolia they taught english in various colleges and learned mongolian from private tutors their presence intensified curiosity attendance
at meetings jumped A few of the curious became converted by early 1994
nearly fifty mongolians
Mongo lians had joined the church A branch was organized
with enkhtuvshin as president on january 16
161994
1994
in february 1994 charles L hardy formerly a federal judge replaced
kenneth beesley as the presiding church authority in mongolia with
instructions to obtain official registration for the church with the ministries of culture and justice enkhtuvshins contacts together with church
donations to a library aided the approvals the church was granted official
registration in november 1994 45 more missionaries followed including
richard cook formerly a comptroller at ford motor company and his
wife mary
very early one morning in april 1995 the cooks received a phone call
from president gordon B hinckley who called elder cook to preside over
the mongolia ulaanbaatar mission the cooks returned to provo for mission president training and reported back to mongolia for the july 1i 1995
opening of the mission staffed now by a steady stream of young men and
women helped increasingly by mongolian converts who lined up teaching
appointments
though diligent intelligent and spiritually strong the elders were
challenged first to learn the language and then to teach a gospel for which
no precise native terminology existed it took several years in fact to
achieve a satisfactory translation of the churchs
churche name trained to begin
the first lesson with the idea that most people believe in a supreme being
even though they may call him by different names missionaries found that
Mongo lians did not share even that starting premise nevertheless
most mongolians
the church continued to grow and eventually was able to purchase a well
known building in ulaanbaatar fig 7

dynamics of conversion

the stories of three converts demonstrate the dilemmas that investigators face

oyunchimeg dugarsuren
Dugar suren an engineering student in ulaanbaatar
suren challenged the missionaries you must pray to
oyunchimeg Dugar
dugarsuren
know if god is there they taught her how can 1I pray if 1I don t know
she responded 46 she later wrote that she finally
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the first church

owned meetinghouse in ulaanbaatar probably 1999 this
building a remodeled theater is well known in ulaanbaatar and its acquisition by
the church in 1996 helped establish the church s identity in mongolia
FIG 7

prayed and asked for the answer even though 1I didn
dian t expect an answer
for 1I didnt think 1I had the faith
however the next day during our
asked me if we all
appointment one of the brand new missionaries
could kneel down and pray to ask if he god loves us and wants us to
know the truth I1 agreed thinking that if he prays I1 wouldn
wouldnt t understand
what he is saying and most likely would not receive any earth shattering
revelation
H e voiced the most wonderful prayer 1I have ever heard
with more than simple mongolian 1I was totally in awe
because he
could not have said the prayer without help help from something
beyond human capability at that time the feeling 1I am still not sure how
to describe overwhelmed me and I1 knew this is where I1 needed to belong
and this is where I1 belonged a long time ago I1 knew who 1I was then
I1 was a daughter of heavenly father and 1I had a purpose in this life

he

oyunchimeg opted for baptism about her baptism on august 11
1995
111995
she wrote the assurance I1 felt was extraordinary she promised god
3347
1147
47 As
that 1I will spread his words to many like myse
if 3147
myself
oyunchimeg con
linued her university studies she noticed differences in her attitudes and
tinued
48
perceptions tellingly she wrote my identity was being changed 1118
oyunchimeg s conversion experience is similar to that of the thousands of converts yet it is rare among her people struggling to find their
lians receive answers
way in an unhopeful and insecure world some Mongo
mongolians
from a god they are just learning about from the teachings of missionaries
11
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lytes learn korean the morproselytes
proselyter
unlike evangelicals
Evange licals who require that prose
Mongo lians by struggling to
mon missionaries endeared themselves to mongolians
learn their language moreover as oyunchimeg explained americans
speaking mongolian eating traditional foods and enjoying local customs
throws away the idea that its an american church distinguishing the
mongolians
lians such as
church from the united states is important for older Mongo
oyunchimeg s parents a generation of committed communists raised to
lians fawn over
mongolians
be suspicious of anything american many young Mongo
missionaries but older people scrutinize them carefully and are sometimes
offended when the missionaries act carelessly still a number of older
lians have followed and even occasionally led their children and
Mongo
mongolians
grandchildren into the church 49
munkhtsetseg dugarsuren
Dugar suren oyunchimegs sister munkhtsetseg see
believed in god whom she thought of as a benevolent enormous
fig 8
grandfatherly figure beyond the clouds the dugarsurens are book
people munkhtsetseg explained readers and thinkers in high school
mormons as
she read brave hunters by mayne reid a novel that painted cormons
vengeful secretive and seductive but said nothing of latter day saints 50
on june 11ill
lil 1994 munkhtsetsegs cousin urtnasan soyolmaa said she
would not be able to celebrate her birthday that day for she was going to be
baptized curious munkhtsetseg attended the service and began taking
english classes from the missionaries shortly thereafter they spoke fremormons
Mormons munkhtsetseg
quently of latter day saints but said nothing of cormons
sat through a first discussion so strange she thought afterward she went
directly to the library to learn everything she could about latter day saints
mormons and
when through the library catalog she connected cormons
latter day saints munkhtsetseg became impassioned five hours later
seething with skepticism she had composed a long list of questions for
dian t you tell me she demanded at
elders rogers and blanchard 51 why didn
their next meeting she pressed them with issues raised by the anti
mormon brochures she had read at the library and by the prejudices fash
boned
ioned by her high school novel reading angels why joseph smith where
are the plates what of avenging angels the stealing of women and unfulfilled revelations the flustered elders had no answers seeing the elders
befuddled one of them wept softened munkhtsetseg s attack she agreed
to meet for another discussion to which elder luke neilsen brought photocopies from the encyclopedia of mormonism to counter misinformation
elder neilsen refused to argue with munkhtsetseg and never tried to
counter the points she raised instead he asked her to study the popular
painting of christ knocking at a door without an outside handle he
explained that it would be munkhtsetseg s choice whether to open the
door this approach was really disarming she explained 1 I was ready to
11

3
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fight 1I am a really good fighter she continued but elder neilsen left her
1152
52
nothing to fight 0152
As she walked home from the meeting this woman with university
degrees in nursing and psychology decided to submit her superior learning
to the tutelage of young american missionaries who seemed ignorant of
their own faith over three months munkhtsetseg studied everything
should be proven she thought the elders asked her to read the book of
mormon in russian which she did as she sat with her hospitalized father
in august 1994 it was a nice story a folktale she thought akin to the rich
mongolian folktales she knew elder blanchard urged her to read again and
focus on alma 32 she felt nothing perceptible he urged her to read again
this repeated process finally bore fruit 1 I began to feel something
munkhtsetseg explained at this point richard cook presiding elder of the
church in mongolia put his hand on munkhtsetsegs shoulder as they met
in passing and said to the missionaries it s time for you to baptize her we
need her 1 I felt so touched she said she submitted to baptism on september 10
lo 1994 53
the conversion accounts of the sisters oyunchimeg and munkhtsetseg
are in some ways exceptional not all converts seem so careful and studious
about joining the church at least when they tell their conversion stories
when asked why oyunchimeg offers three reasons first she says a mongolian tendency to be reserved about emotion and spirituality compounded by the limits of translation renders conversion narratives
mechanical rather than introspective second mongolians
Mongo lians are trusting
they rarely subject the gospel to scholastic scrutiny which is not to say
they are unusually gullible oyunchimeg emphasizes her initial disbelief of
the missionaries message an attitude she says is uncharacteristic of her
people often she says a mongolian invited to join the church is just like
a little child being asked to do something by their parent third she says
that some join pragmatically without spiritual convictions but they are
sure from their observations that membership in the church leads to a better life oyunchimeg compares these last converts to the youth she worked
with on her mission to idaho who either gain an abiding conviction or
fade from activity in the church 54
ochirgerel ochirbat one woman s conversion narrative raises
another issue language ochirgerel ochirbat a daughter of buddhist parents considered herself a nonreligious
non religious person she had never heard of
jesus christ at the invitation of a friend who was himself investigating she
attended a sacrament meeting at which she unexpectedly met another
friend who extended an invitation to hear more when asked why she
listened ochirgerel said she was curious to hear americans teaching a
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1I was interested in how they could speak in monlesson in mongolian
golian discussing the gospel proved to be a challenge for all involved
some of the religious words I1 had never even heard before she said it
was my own language but it was hard for them to explain it now 1I know
didn t have a lot of questions I1 think I1 was a really
how hard that was 1I dian
patient listener after a month of patient listening and little questioning
ochirgerel was baptized by elder kent neilsen on may 281994 in a swimming pool 1 I am really happy for joining the church she said it has
55 indeed ochirgerel served a mission on
changed my life since then 1155
temple square graduated from BYU hawaii and returned to mongolia
equipped to take advantage of a growing tourist market her life like that
of her fellow converts is radically different from what it might have been
because of the options available to her and the choices she has made

Mongo lians engaged in the marvelous work
mongolians
lians most exposed to the missionaries are
mongolians
partly because the Mongo
college age students an unusually high rate of converts serve missions
wide average the first
churchwide
churchwise
around 10
io percent much higher than the Church
maaser
two mongolian missionaries sisters urtnasan soyolmaa and magser
batchimeg served missions in provo and salt lake city respectively
beginning in 1995 they were followed shortly by soyolmaa s cousin
munkhtsetseg dugarsuren
Dugar suren beginning in 1996 and many others anand
sangaa
sandaa quoted earlier served his mission in russia 56
after munkhtsetseg s baptism in 1994 elder and sister cook continued to teach her and others they also hired her to teach the missionaries
mongolian when elder cook became president cook munkhtsetseg
became his assistant and chief translator she submitted her mission papers
on april 9 1996 and met a representative from the church translation
department on april 10
io As her gift of tongues became evident munkh
tsetseg received an invitation to help a team translate the book of mormon
into mongolian she resisted for dozens of reasons including a desire to
serve a proselyting mission she sought advice from president and sister
cook who gave counsel but left the decision to her she finally decided to
do whatever the church asked four months later munkhtsetseg received a
call to the temple square mission where her time would be split between
serving as a guide and working on the translation of the book of mormon 57
munkhtsetsegs patriarchal blessing received just before she reported
to the missionary training center in provo in september 1996 repeatedly
mentioned that she had an important role as a translator she began translating in february 1997 diligent part time effort led to the completion of
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the translation of i and 2 nephi an obedient missionary she retired at
1033 and arose by 630 but she felt free to steal a few hours in between for
1030
more translation work sister batchimeg the first mongolian missionary
checked the translation soyolmaa munkhtsetsegs exemplary cousin then
serving in the utah provo mission reviewed the content As munkhtse
tsegs mission concluded pressure mounted to complete the translation
tiegs
and to financially support her family As her parents oldest daughter she
felt largely responsible to help her struggling family 1 I know the translation is the lord s work and should go forward she said informed by her
close reading of 2 nephi but there was opposition returning from
her mission in march 1998 an overwhelming appreciation for her homeland flooded munkhtsetsegs consciousness as her flight from beijing to
ulaanbaatar crossed the great wall into mongolia she reflected on the
optimism of her influential grandmother whose losses under the communist party gave the grandmother every reason to hate the country but she
loves mongolia munkhtsetseg went to the mission office to be released and
then directly to making preparations for translating on some of the subsequent days the translation simply flowed at other times an elusive word
frustrated the work using an adapted cyrillic alphabet munkhtsetseg and
others produced a translation into kaleh mongol by july 1i 1999 after extensive checks and approvals the mongolian book of mormon was officially
released on october 18 2001 58 at that time munkhtsetseg was working at
the missionary training center in provo utah as a translator fig 8
Mongo lians to the temple and
A similarly significant process of getting mongolians
the temple to mongolians
Mongo lians is under way on october 241996 enkhtuvshin
Dash gerel were sealed to each other and their five children in
and his wife dashgerel
the hong kong temple the first mongolian family so blessed fig 9
others followed dedicated pilgrims undertook fifty hour train trips to the
Ud ambor sister missionaries returned from russia
temple enkhmaa and udambor
and salt lake city respectively longed to return to the temple they sang and
prayed their way from ulaanbaatar to beijing and on to hong kong and back
depending on god because we might get lost they said for one week in
the hong kong temple they participated in the ordinances intensely
which they heard for the first time in mongolian 59 munkhtsetseg had
returned to salt lake city in april 2000 along with eight mongolian priesthood leaders to record temple ordinances in mongolian fig 10
lo now
mongolians
Mongo lians worldwide including members of the mongolian club at
BYU hawaii are able to actively participate in the temple ordinances in
their native language in 2002 paul hyer sealed a mongolian couple in the
provo utah temple coincidentally he had to postpone a meeting on
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training center provo utah october 2001
celebrating the publication of the book of mormon in mongolian seated in the
FIG 8 Mongo
lians at the missionary
mongolians

Dugarsuren who helped with the translation the others
center is munkhtsetseg dugarsuren
are missionaries from mongolia preparing for their missions around the world

mongolian church history planned for the same hour given the church s
Mongo lians
current commitment to providing temple access faithful mongolians
anticipate a temple in ulaanbaatar 60
the church continues to experience growth the branch in dar
khan figs 11 12 now enjoys using the first church built building in
mongolia fig 13
A remarkable

ten years and a bright future

richard E cook served as the first president of the
mongolia ulaanbaatar mission 1995 96 next called were gary S cox
glen harlan clark 1999 2002 and gary R gibbons
1996 99
0202
2002
0002
2002 present in may 2002 at the end of his term president clark wrote
As noted earlier

this letter to his missionaries reviewing some progress of the first decade of
mormonism in mongolia

our tenure here in mongolia

is about over

we have tried to hold

onto the reins while the work of the lord has continued to grow among
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family to be sealed together the family of
oftogtokhin
togtokhin
Dash gerel gathers in front of the hong kong temple
enkhtuvshin and doyodiin dashgerel
in 1996
FIG 9

the first mongolian

mongolian priesthood leaders april 2000 in front of the provo utah
temple these men came from mongolia to record the temple ceremony in mongolian sister munkhtsetseg Dugarsuren
dugarsuren also helped with the recording
FIG 10
io
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ii

members of the darkhan
barkhan branch celebrating a holiday late 19908

brother norovsuren nyamsuren president of the darkhan
barkhan branch perappos
forming a baptism late ippos
199os
FIG 12
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khan
darkhan
barkhan
church meetinghouse in Dar
by the church in mongolia
FIG 13

2001

43

this building is the first to be built

this glorious people we have around 68 missionaries serving in mongolia
and over 150 missionaries from mongolia serving throughout the world

we now have branches in ulaanbaatar and darkhan
Choibalsan
Darkhan choibalsan
barkhan
zoon hara muren erdenet
khova
Er denet baganuur nalaikh sukhbaatar and khovd
we own the central building the darkhan
barkhan chapel and a small strucrest are rented however plans are underway to build
resture
khova the gesture
ture in khovd
Choibalsan Er denet and maybe other cities the
chapels this summer in choibalsan
new church building going up in ulaanbaatar now has four stories of
steel it will be a 5 story building housing the mission office mission
home CES offices and a chapel it is located near the wrestling palace
Ching gis khaan
and the chinggis
chaan hotel
chingris
the book of mormon in mongolian arrived last november and
members treasure their scriptures and carry them to church the first
approved songbook has just arrived translation is in progress for the
doctrine and covenants and the pearl of great price
in january the church allowed the mongolian sisters currently serving in mongolia to go to the hong kong temple for their endowments
two mongolian missionaries who served in russia without being able to
go to the temple also went it was a glorious experience for all they came
back glowing with the gospel 61

in addition to the buildings noted by clark the church has announced
plans to construct a building for the institute of religion in ulaanbaatar 62
by the end of 2002 there were 4356 members in mongolia in
21 branches in two districts with 89 mongolian elders and 73 mongolian
sisters serving full time missions around the world mongolia is currently
sending out more missionaries than it receives fig 14 63 the church is
there to stay 64
thus the future of mongolian latter day saints is as interesting as their
past from one perspective it is a future fraught with challenges continued
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adjustments to a market economy
including widespread poverty comM
bine with other difficulties to challenge church growth and influence
moving from an atheistic secular cul7
ture in which vodka and tea are staples
to a pious time consuming religious
life proves too difficult for many the
spoils of western culture can also have
adverse effects some converts privileged to receive education in the
united states do not want to return to
the comparatively austere lifestyle of
their native land others feeling the
7
7
RON
burden of knowing how much will be
FIG 14 mongolian missionary in traexpected of them in church service
dress late 19gos
ditional
199 os this young
become aloof after a period of study or
elder from mongolia served his misa mission abroad As the church
sion in idaho and here poses in front
grows rapidly the close community of of the idaho falls temple
the first branch in ulaanbaatar seems
lost in the increasingly organized districts and branches whose leaders and clerks are frustrated by mongolians
Mongo lians
transient tendencies some early influential converts struggle to endure
when significant initial sacrifices prove to be only the beginning of
covenanted discipleship
these challenges may be but birth pangs as mormonism and mongolia
forge a connection unforeseen a decade ago even by paul hyer the berkeley
trained scholar of asian studies who was instrumental in getting mongolian
government approval for a visit by general authorities who would have
imagined the growth that the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
has seen or that so many mongolian converts would serve missions
many mongolian students in the united states are concentrated at
BYU campuses and at utah valley state college in orem utah generous
personally interested donors finance the studies of some latter day saint
students with the expectation that these students will lead the church in
mongolia as they contribute to their nation s economic and social stability
in years to come the cooks suggest that having the missionaries teach
english is an outstanding method of sharing the gospel with the best of
1165
65
mongolia the students are intelligent and anxious to learn 3065
that assessment accurately describes mongolian students at BYU hawaii where
anand sangaa
sandaa and namuuna dashdorj won the campus entrepreneurial
1

aan
Wann
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competition in 2002 with a plan to bring laundromats to mongolia their
cash award and other investments likely to be funneled into mongolia
through church channels will strengthen the economic stability of a growing number of well educated experienced church leaders who will
undoubtedly be major influences on mongolias
mongolian
Mon golias future the church has
Mongo lians but
not only provided education and leadership experience to mongolians
also introduced americans with resources to the country one former missionary returned to consult with the mongolian government in the computerization of archival records another is majoring in asian studies at
BYU writing an honors thesis on mongolia other returned missionaries
will become professionals with affection toward mongolian latter day
saints and resources to help them the saviors great commission which

A lucky
lucey break in ulaanbaatar A page from a missionary journal
2002 we had just finished a pretty tough day no
meetings no one home 1I was thinking to myself man this is hard
we got out of our cab and there were three men two in police uniteil
tell me we ve been
sult and trench coat who teli
forms and one in a suit
brom a
sald they got a tip
from
robbed 1I asked how they knew and they said
tir hrom
civilian one of them asked me at least twenty questions about us and
ail went into the
ali
fuli of policemen arrived we all
our work then a jeep full
apartment together our balcony window was destroyed and our
suitcases were strewn about but nothing was taken out of them and
eise was out of place the only things missing were my camnothing else

october

8

era mymongol aingie dictionary and my companion s pocketknife
we were pretty lucky
the police declared the investigation over because nothing of
stoien then everyone relaxed and just started lookgreat worth was stolen
ing around our apartment imagine the scene the landlord cleaning
coupie of policeup the broken glass me filling out police forms a couple
men sitting in our study chairs looking through a book of mormon
fridge to see what kind of
a couple more policemen looking in our bridge
good
food foreigners eat and the commissioner sitting on our couch read
ing gospel fundamentals we ended up giving the police chief a book
of mormon and gospel fundamentals it was our best proselyting of
whoie day
the whole

eider mark skinner
elder
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drove these missionaries and which they seem to have instilled in mongolian converts will continue to be a powerful motivator in years to come
mongolia is at a crossroads in its history politically and economically
Bat bayar that the
it is clear writes mongolian historian tsedendambyn batbayar
future of mongolia now will depend on whether it can fully avail itself of
this rare historical opportunity and remain firmly committed to democ66
ariunchimeg tserenjavin a mongolian
racy and a market eco
economy
econoply
econonly
nonly 1166
latter day saint woman who studied at BYU hawaii offers this insight
more and more mongolians
Mongo lians are recognizing the goodness of our
because the freedom we declared
church
did not bring only good
things like the right to choose a religion it brought sad and undesirable
consequences to mongolia like crimes drugs and immoral things to
Mongo lians these things were as new as christianity unfortunately
mongolians
they attracted more people than our church could and it is sad
it is
the gospel that would save mongolia and its precious youth who can
develop their country for a better place
today s difficult life condiin todays
tion I1 think the gospel of jesus christ is the best thing that can save
mongolia and enable us to receive all the blessings that god has for our
land as elder maxwell said it is my hope that after another 10
io years
mongolia has its own temple

who dares to dampen such unbridled hope whether mongolia will
continue to experience such steep growth in church membership remains
to be seen but the record of the last ten years raises the expectation that
mongolian saints will increase in number will continue strong in the faith
and will indeed soon have a temple of their own

steven C harper stevenharperbyuedu is assistant professor of church
history and doctrine at brigham young university he earned a phd in early
american history at lehigh university in 2001 he is a co editor of a volume of the
papers of ofloseph
joseph smith forthcoming and serves on the BBYU studies editorial board
as the document editor his interest in mongolian latter day saint history stems
from his experience as advisor to the mongolian club at BYU hawaii in 2001 and
2002 he expresses deep appreciation for assistance on this article to colleagues
paul hyer and R lanier britsch his research assistant oyunchimeg dugarsuren
Dugarsuren
members of the mongolian club at BYU hawaii munkhsetseg dugarsuren
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